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Multitasking Across Native App and Web Content Using Custom Tabs
ABSTRACT
Interacting with web links in native apps can disrupt the user's experience of the native
app, as the web content is generally opened in full-screen mode in a separate browser window.
This disclosure describes techniques that enable users to simultaneously access, or smoothly
transition between, native app content and web content. Per the techniques, users are not pushed
out of a native app experience when interacting with web links within the app. Rather,
interacting with a web link results in web content being shown in a split-screen (referred to as a
partial custom tab) alongside native app content. App developers have the ability to set the height
of the partial custom tab when a web page is opened by the user. Users can choose to maximize,
minimize, or close the partial custom tab to their liking.
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BACKGROUND

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: Clicking on a link within a native app pushes the user out of the app and into a
browser
When a user interacts with web links in native apps (e.g., apps that execute locally on a
mobile device) the web content is opened in full-screen mode, e.g., in a separate browser
window. This is disruptive to the user's experience of the native app. An example is illustrated in
Fig. 1, where a user is initially using a video sharing app (102, Fig. 1a) with the user interface
including video clips (104a-b) and an advertisement (106).
If the user clicks on a link included within the ad, a video description, a comment, etc.,
the user is pushed out of the app and into a browser window (108, Fig. 1b) that takes over the
entire screen. As another example, opening a web link from a social media app feed can push the
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user into a custom tab that takes over the entire screen. In some implementations, e.g., viewintents, the native app (e.g., video-sharing, or social media app) continues to run in the
background. In these cases, it is not straightforward for the user to restart it at the same point. For
example, the videos or feed content displayed by the app may change upon restart, thus
disrupting the user’s native app experience. If custom tabs are used instead, the user is
automatically returned to the native app when the custom tab is closed. Even in this case, the
user’s native app experience is disrupted. For example, the user might want to continue watching
the video and view the linked content at a later time, which the opening of the full-screen custom
tab prevents.
While some app developers invest in building their own in-app browsers to create
seamless transitions between web and app content, custom-tab-like behavior, e.g., behavior that
makes seamless native-to-web content transitions, is generally unavailable to app developers
without specifically including a browser engine within the application. However, such apps are
expensive to build and maintain.
DESCRIPTION
This disclosure describes techniques that enable users to simultaneously access, or
smoothly transition between, native app content and web content. Per the techniques, users are
not pushed out of a native app experience when interacting with web links within the app.
Rather, interacting with a web link results in web content being shown in a split screen (referred
to as a partial custom tab) alongside native app content. App developers have the ability to set
the height (e.g., relative size of web content versus native app content) of the partial custom tab
when a web page is opened by the user. Users can choose to maximize, minimize, or close the
partial custom tab to their liking. Aside from a better (less disjointed) user experience that
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reduces the distraction of switching between native app and web content, such a user interface
enables app developers to retain traffic, as users are more likely to return to the host app after
having interacted with the web content.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2: (a) User clicks on a web link within a native app; (b) Web content is shown in a split
screen (a partial custom tab), with the native app still visible.
Fig. 2 illustrates an example of such a user interface. In Fig. 2(a), the user clicks on a web
link within a native (video-sharing) app. As illustrated in Fig. 2(b), rather than being pushed out
of the native app, the web link opens a partial custom tab window in a split-screen (202) such
that the native app is still active and visible. The initial height of the split-screen (partial custom
tab) can be set by the native app developer.
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Fig. 3: The user can move the partial custom tab up to an upper snap-point so that it
occupies the full screen or nearly so
As illustrated in Fig. 3, the user can move the partial custom tab to an upper snap-point
(302), set by the native app developer to, e.g., 80%, 90%, or 100%, such that the web content
occupies the full screen or nearly so. Even if web content occupies nearly the full screen, the
native app is immediately accessible underneath.
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Fig. 4: The user can move the partial custom tab up to a lower snap-point so that it
occupies a smaller fraction of the screen
As illustrated in Fig. 4, the user can move the partial custom tab to a lower snap-point
(402), set by the native-app developer to, for example, 20%, 30%, or 40%, such that the web
content occupies a smaller fraction of the screen. Although web content occupies some part of
the screen, the native app remains immediately accessible.
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Fig. 5: The user can dismiss web content by pushing it downward
As illustrated in Fig. 5, the user can dismiss the partial custom tab that displays web
content by pushing or flicking it downwards. As illustrated, dismissing the web content
immediately returns the user to the same state in the native app that they started from.
Example use cases
● Video-sharing app: A user opens a link to a creator's website from a video description to
learn more about the creator without interrupting the video.
● Social media feed: A user opens a web article from a post in their social media feed while
continuing to read the post and/or browsing their feed.
● Digital map app: A user opens a web link to a restaurant's menu page while continuing to
interact with the map.
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● In general, any app where the developer does not provide an in-app browser can benefit
from described techniques, which can be implemented as a platform feature of the device
operating system to enable easy acceptance by a broad swathe of developers.
In this manner, the described techniques enable users to engage with web content without
interrupting ongoing interaction with a native app. When the user opens a web link from a native
app, a bottom-sheet partial custom tab is automatically opened which displays web content even
as the native app continues to run and be displayed in the upper portion of the screen. The native
app developer can specify the height with which the in-app web content occupies the screen.
With appropriate touch gestures, the user can expand or contract the partial custom tab
displaying web content to full screen (or nearly so), to a smaller section of the screen, or can
dismiss it.
CONCLUSION
This disclosure describes techniques that enable users to simultaneously access, or
smoothly transition between, native app content and web content. Per the techniques, users are
not pushed out of a native app experience when interacting with web links within the app.
Rather, interacting with a web link results in web content being shown in a split-screen (referred
to as a partial custom tab) alongside native app content. App developers have the ability to set
the height of the partial custom tab when a web page is opened by the user. Users can choose to
maximize, minimize, or close the partial custom tab to their liking.
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